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Symonds Yat – in a Penobscot
No I am not swearing, nor is it
Welsh….. just our first trip out in
an open canoe and we were
not looking forward to swimming. Roger W and I had decided to learn something about
open boat canoeing and so
embarked with Ellie’s Wye trip
as an Introduction to Moving
Water. Interestingly the age
span on the water was 61 years
… a good example of how inclusive canoeing is.

In a borrowed boat (with option
to purchase if it/we survived)
we set off with kit secured and
paddles poised. We matched a
pleasure-boat speed but gave
up the chase after poor directional control from my skipper
(him at the back) resulted in
bumping one of them. Perhaps
the man at the front (me) was
supposed to do a cross-bow
draw or some such fancy
stroke, but if so both the mind
and the body were untrained
and it did not happen.
First stop was upstream at the
seal launch rock where we
declined to throw ourselves off
but laughed as the kayaks
“Lemming Style” were catapulted off. KCC members
Kevin, Ken, Margaret, Roger
Bwlch (Welsh for Pass), Lisa,
Neil, Lucille and Ellie all
launched successfully and then
we had the final backwards
descent, reverse entry, capsize
and swim from fearless Lucille
(who I seem to remember only
few months ago was uncertain
of getting her head wet?)

From there it was onwards and
downwards in the autumn sunshine towards the rapids. One
of the rope ferries is currently
minus its rope so there was
only one go at the traditional
“paddle over the wire and catch
it” ceremony….. or for many “up
in the air and recovery of paddle from the river”.

Alastair, Anna/Pete/Alastair,
Ken/Pete/Alastair, Ken/Alastair,
Margaret/Alastair & Alastair/
Margaret all surfed the wave
close to the bottom of the island
and did circuits across the river.

the Peregrine falcons. Mum and
dad were absent to the frustration of the assembled twitchers
with their powerful telescopes.
We listened in dismay to the sad
tale of Junior who did not sur-

To get back to the start Margaret & I lined the boat up the
shallow side of the island which
was running fast at knee depth.

vive a high speed crash landing
while being taught to hunt.

A failed ferry glide during which
I tried unsuccessfully to use a
canoe pole caused Margaret
and I a further circuit down the
rapids before we returned to the
Wyedean Canoe Centre. Having not swum all day Roger and
I were not allowed off the river
before we had completed a
capsize and deep water rescue.

Autumn colours were not yet at
their best but the evening sunshine cast a rosy glow to end a
great day out in a beautiful spot.
Thanks Ellie and to all for good
company on the river.

Noises downstream alerted us
to the rapids which were run-

ning some 12” above summer
levels and which were largely
washed out. Roger and I positioned ourselves fortuitously
and broke into the top eddy
from where we were able to
surf the top wave and were
within a nose of paddling up the
top wave. A succession of river
crosses and surfs later (most
more luck than skill) brought us
to the bottom beach and lunch.
After lunch a slippery portage
from hell up the very muddy
path brought us back to the top
of the rapids. This time it was
my turn in the back, so with noone to blame, everything that
went wrong must have been
related to what the man in the
bow did. Remarkably we survived another sequence of
excellent surfs with water lapping over the gunwale in the
middle of the boat and the milk
bottle baler being put to use in
each eddy before we were
again at the bottom. From then
on we had a succession of
combinations trying out to find
the next KCC (or was it Olympic?) team. Roger/ Pete/

Before returning home we
treated the already stiffening
muscles to a welcome cup of
tea at Yat rock and a look for

Alastair Wilson
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PLAYBOATING 10TH ANNIVERSARY PADDLING WEEKEND
- MICHAEL NEAL

“This was an
excellent
weekend, which
consisted mainly
of dancing at the
party, and a
hung-over group
paddle the next
day “

As my writing debut for
TRASHER magazine, I
hope you will forgive me
if it is not up to the usual
high standard expected!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
For those of you that didn’t know, Playboating
magazines 10th anniversary party took place on
the weekend of the 20th21st November.
This was an excellent
weekend, which consisted mainly of dancing
at the party, and a hungover group paddle the
next day (no names
mentioned Mr. Hodgkinson!)

“As it turned out
the following day
the river levels
really were that
dire, but the
surfing plan kind
of fell through, as
it seemed like a bit
too much of a
mission!”

The journey down to the
dart on the Friday evening was simple enough
for most, with no major
epics, except that is for
Dave Surman’s 5 HOUR
trip, bad luck for his passengers, Dave. H and
Ben Williams. When we
were all finally united at
the Dart country park
bar, we settled down for
a couple of drinks watching the kayaking DVD’s
they were playing in the
Dart bar, and having discussions for the weekend, finding out about
current river levels on
Simon’s laptop, and
even checking the surf
levels, for a possible trip
to the coast, if river lev-

els were really that dire!
As it turned out the following day the river levels really were that dire,
but the surfing plan kind
of fell through, as it
seemed like a bit too
much of a mission!
On the Saturday though,
it was also very miserable weather, which
along with the less than
desirable river conditions, put off many of the
group from paddling that
day, that is except for
me, Seb, Richard and
Lucille, who decided to

Once we had got back
and changed, and met
up with everyone else,
we headed straight to
the bar for some lunch,
and then straight to the
indoor climbing wall at
the centre. By this time
we had met up with Andy
Mac and Lisa, who were
going the next day to the
Dee access protest, but
had come down for the
party that evening.

The Paddling Group:
Me, Richard, Dave S,
Dave H, Ben Williams,
Ben Coleman, Lucille,
paddle regardless, especially necessary for me
and Seb, since we had
both never actually paddled the Dart.
So while the others went
off to walk down from the
top section, the 4 of us
set off on the scrape
around the loop! Luckily
enough there were no
swims on this first paddle, just a couple of necessary rest stops for our
feet!

Later that evening, we
went to a local pub for
some food, although unfortunately two problems
arose, firstly we were
refused entry into the
pub until our booking
time of 7:00, so we were
made to wait outside in
the cold for quarter of an
hour! Secondly, Richard
was feeling a bit under
the weather, and as a
result got a visit every 5
mins from someone
checking he was ok,
sometimes in groups of
3!!
We had a bit of an interesting drive home from
the pub, as Seb drove
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Richards car back.
Once we got to the car
park of the dart centre,
we ended up looking for
a space for so long, that
we came face to face
with Ben and Simon in
their car, at which point
Seb decided to lean out
the window, beeping the
horn and hurling abuse
at them, with many other
people walking around
the car park, thinking it
was serious!!
Now to the major festivities, the Playboating
party. The evening began with the mandatory
buying of rounds, and
meeting up with people
who had come down
later, including Chris
Wheeler.
The second part of the
evening was the awards
ceremony, hosted by the
new editor of Playboating magazine. The
awards included the best
website, won by
thamesweirproject.co.uk,
and an award for the
person who has most
helped the sport, won by
former world freestyle
champion Eric Jackson.
The evening then progressed to the usual,
getting extremely drunk
and dancing to the music
of DJ Cheez Robertson.

and Simon even trying to
get photos for themselves!! Another slightly
paranormal part of the
evening, was when we
walked outside, only to
see four boats hanging
from a tree! Thankfully
not ours!
The evening, or should I
say the morning from
then, faded into a few
people (including most of
our group) dancing to
songs like cotton eye
joe, and combine harvester!
Unsurprisingly, the morning was pretty lazy, basically falling out of bed for
breakfast. After all feeling a bit more rejuvenated (yeah right), we
made the plans for the
day, and since the gauge
on the river had risen
about a foot, the plan
was to paddle.
After all the usual shuttles to take the cars to
the bottom etc, we all got
on, doing a big seal
launch off the bank just
above the bridge, which
with the coldness of the
water, seemed to wake
us all up a bit!
The paddle went without a hitch, except for Simon’s swim, the only one of
the weekend!! I will be rather surprised if Simon actually edits this in,
but still!

Features of the night included a competition to
see who could slide the
furthest on a beer
soaked floor, which everyone took part in, and
also a female photographer going to all lengths
to try and get photos of
topless girls, unsurprisingly, none of us were
complaining, with Ben

Triple falls was a rather
amusing section, since it
seemed to produce
swimmer after swimmer
from other groups, most
of which I’m sure got
captured in photo!
Once we got to the big
bridge soon after, we
were met by many people jumping off it! Getting

some very disapproving
looks from some members of the group! While
the others were egging
them all on!
After a quick stop at the
anvil play wave, we
made our way down to
the get-out.
All in all I can say that
today was a much better
paddle, still a bit of a
scrape, but much more
fun.
So after a quick stop to
eat, except for me since
the chef refused to cook
any more food after everyone else in our group,
we headed home, this
time though with one extra epic. Despite my excellent navigating! Richard still managed to miss
the junction for the M4!
Oh well, I’m sure Dave
H’s trip didn’t go too
smoothly either!
Finally, I would like to
say thank you to Dave H
for organising the trip,
which all in all was a
very enjoyable weekend.
- MICHAEL NEAL

PLEASE SENDANY ARTICLES FOR THE NEXT TRASHER (MARCH/
APRIL 2005) to simon.knox@gmail.com BY THE END OF FEBUARY
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RIVER WYE - LLANGURIG TO RHAYADER
17 Km Grade iii (iv)

This is a scenic and exciting river with many small rapids and 3 major drops.
It is suitable for most of the club and all at low water. Beautiful scenery, despite the wind turbines and a good chance of seeing Red Kites

DATE: Sunday 6th March 2005

MEET: Rhayader Leisure Centre car park at 10 a.m. GR Sheet 147 970682

If you wish to join me a phone call or e-mail would be appreciated, as then
transport can be coordinated.
Look forward to seeing on the day

Ellie Collins

SWIMMING POOL HYGIENE AND GENERAL FACILITY CARE
-

Peter Collins

I have received a letter
recently from The Swimming Pool Manager at Our
Lady's Convent School on
the above subject. It was
not addressed to any user
group in particular, but to
all groups.

•

•

No food, except for
rehydration drinks,
is to be consumed
on the premises.

I will not take up valuable
space with all of it but precise below the main points

•

All users are asked
to ensure that the
facilities including
the changing rooms
are used in a responsible manner.
[No real problem
with this but the
handling of boats
needs continual attention]

•

The School reserves the right to
terminate future

•

For insurance purposes a club official
must be on site before the pool is
used. (In our case a
L3 Coach). [Last
Thursday 17/12 was
not a good example!]

Outdoor shoes must
not be worn on the
poolside. This includes spectators
and boat movers.

bookings if these
codes of conduct
are ignored.
I know it sounds tedious
and we are obviously not
at fault (?). However there
is one further point which
is our particular problem.
Boats must be clean before going in to the pool. If
they have air bags in them
please take them out and
clean under them. They
could be harbouring last
weekends sandwiches or
the mouse that normally
lives in you garage in the
winter.

Thank you for help.
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RODEO GRANDUDE NEWS
- Dave Surman
Okay this is going to be very brief.
Havent got much paddling news to
report but here are a couple of off
the water dates. Unfortunately both
of these are provisional as deadline
day approaches. Hopefully we will
be able to confirm by email.

son, Andy Newell, Lee Gill
Both dates subject to confirmation
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 23RD
MEETING FOR ANYONE WHO
MAY BE INTERESTED IN AN
ALPS TRIP IN JULY

THURSDAY JANUARY 27TH

8PM The Fox

STEVENTON SPORTS AND SOCIAL CLUB

Come along to throw ideas
around or just listen.No commitment required at this stage If you
cant make it but are interested
please give me a ring before.01865
373115.

SCOTLAND 2004 THE MCDOOM
REPORT

Let`s hope water levels in the new
year are going to be more reliable.
We had an amazing one day river
hit just before Christmas when
myself . Stuart J. Simon and Ben
C. went off to catch the Cilenni and
Usk. When we got there the Cilenni
was suicidal no eddies and in the
trees! The Usk rose a metre in 12
hours. We ended up diverting to a
giant sized Middle Wye!

Andy MacMahon, Dave Hodgkin-

Access to the Countryside
- Pete Collins

“The Scots have
of course done the
job properly“wheel
drive”

It probably has not
escaped your attention that access
to the English,
Scottish and Welsh
countryside's has
either changed or
will have done so
by 2005/2006.

The Scots have of
course done the job
properly. They have
enshrined in law
what has always
been taken to be
the case. That is
there is almost unrestricted access to
the countryside including rivers.
There are some exceptions. These are
within a certain dis-

tance of habitation,
for shooting control
purposes and for
some land management/
environmental purposes.

This is not so in
England. Rivers
and foreshore are
not included. There
has been/is a long
rigmarole of mapping areas for access under very
rigid land designation rules. In the
end however there
will be more areas
open to all. These
will include some
hill areas not available previously,

which might be
useful. At least it is
a step in the right
direction.

In Wales the situation is much the
same as in England
but the schedule is
running somewhat
behind that in England.

Full details can be
found on government department
websites.
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Surfing in Aquitaine, France
Andy Newell

In general, trying to
combine a spot of
kayaking with a family
holiday is about as
easy as trying to find
a needle in Dave Surman’s kayaking kit.
River running, although fun, isn’t especially family friendly
as all that shuttling
and faffing around
with flasks does tend
to take up most of the
day. Surfing, on the
other hand, doesn’t
normally take more
than an hour or two of
your holiday day and
is undertaken in that
most family friendly of
environments – the
beach.
With the above in

shore sandbars, just
follow the boardies,
or failing there is generally loads of information at the main
beaches.

Surfing: fun for all the family
SW France. It’s
about a 500 mile
drive from Caen to
the beaches, passing through KCC’s
twin town of Argentan.

Information: What’s the french for killer rip
current?
mind, we set off at
the beginning of June
for 15 days on the
beaches of Aquitaine,
near Bordeaux, in

The beaches of
Aquitaine are vast,
stretching north-

south for over a hundred miles and facing
directly into the North
Altantic swell. Behind
the beaches are endless pine forests (with
great offroad biking by
the way) and huge,
shallow freshwater
lakes, both of which
make for some great
campsites.

In winter they get
some truly gigantic
surf here, but during
the summer things
settle down and
nearly every day
seems to bring clean
4’ waves – perfect for
getting that Kingpin
spinning and cartwheeling shorewards
(generally in an unintentional sort of way).
The best waves develop on various near-

There also appears to
be more surf rescue
here than in the average episode of Baywatch so it all seems
fairly safe. Overall
then, a great spot if
you want a french
camping holiday with
a bit of kayaking
thrown in. Go outside
the main season
(July/August) and
you’ll find great surf in
a very quiet and relaxed setting.

Claire heads out into the surf
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Diary

Swimming Pool Dates For 2004/2005
to the left are the dates for this coming winter Contact Pete
Collins or a committee member for more details. All KCC
dates are highlighted.

OCTOBER 7th KCC

14th PF

NOVEMBER

4th PF

11th
18th SCOUTS 25th SCOUTS
SCOUTS

DECEMBER

2th KCC

9th PF

15th KCC

23th XMAS

JANUARY 6th XMAS

12th PF

19th KCC

26th SCOUTS

This is a scenic and exciting river with many small rapids
and 3 major drops.

FEBRUARY 3th SCOUTS

10th
16th 1/2
SCOUTS TERM

24th PF

MARCH

10th PF

24th EASTER 31th EASTER

It is suitable for most of the club and all at low water. Beautiful scenery, despite the wind turbines and a good chance of
seeing Red Kites

3th KCC

21th KCC

17th KCC

28th 1/2 TERM

30th XMAS

RIVER WYE - LLANGURIG TO RHAYADER
17 Km Grade iii (iv)

DATE: Sunday 6th March 2005
MEET: Rhayader Leisure Centre car park at 10 a.m. GR
Sheet 147 970682

2005
2 Jan

Usk

Roger Wiltshire (see above)

If you wish to join me a phone call or e-mail would be appreciated, as then transport can be coordinated.

15-16
Jan

Dart

Vicky Rolls (see above)

Look forward to seeing on the day

13 Feb

Usk

Roger Wiltshire (see above)

Jul

Alps

Dave Surman

Ellie Collins

23-30 Jul French Alps

Roger Wiltshire

2-9 Aug French Alps

Roger Wiltshire

Eicki's Dart Trip
15th and 16th January 2005. Staying at the Dart Centre,
Cost £29 for B&B.
I need to reserve the accommodation by Monday 3 January.
You will have to book your own accommodation after this
date. Contact Vicki Rolls

TRASHER ONLINE!
Current and back issues are available at:
http://www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk
You'll need to login to access the download links, the current username and passwords are:
Username: kingfisher
Password: hurley
This will direct you to a download page. I've converted all
the editions to PDF format so you'll need Adobe Acrobat
Reader or a similar program to read them.
IF YOU WOULD PREFER TO SAVE SOME TREES AND
ACCESS THE ELECTONIC COPY ONLY LET ME KNOW
AND I WILL STOP SENDING YOU A PAPER COPY.

MAGIC KNEES NEWS
I didn't have much to write until
a couple of weeks ago, due to
a total and utter lack of rain.
20/21 Nov

Chris ‘Magic Knees’
Wheeler

Mr and Mrs Helix, James F the
TWP guru and I did it- we
drank lots of beer at the Playboating magazine's 10th anniversary party at the Dart as
part of a sizeable KCC contingent, had 4 hours sleep and
then drove up to the Dee protest. Was it worth? Yes!
11/12 Dec

“The water level
looked much the
same to me. I looked
at Andy, grinned and
straight lined the
first drop without
looking.

“

Mr Westgarth's Adventure
Paddlers weekend, again at
the Dart Centre. Another excellent event, again well attended
by KCC. The rivers were dry,
however, all was not lost. We
had a great day's surfing on
the Saturday at Polzeath and
hiked up into the moors on
Sunday to play fantasy lines on
the Upper, Upper, Upper East
Dart. If you ever fancy carrying your boat for 3 miles up
and over the moors, 1 mile of
boulder garden spate boating
awaits- and I really don't think
anyone will be asking you for
your ticket.
18/19 Dec

31 Dec- 2 Jan
Friday - another low to medium
down that favourite of mine,
the Gain/ Mawddach, with
Andy Levick, Neil Taunt and
pal.
Saturday- a run down the
Scary Glen followed by a spate
run down the Upper Llugwy off
the back of lunchtime rain.
Superb.
Sunday- another run down the
Scary Glen, just McMahon and
I.
What could possibly go
wrong? Well…..
The water level looked much
the same to me. I looked at
Andy, grinned and straight
lined the first drop without
looking. The extra 6 inches of
water (!) shoved me right, into
the hole, where I re-circulated
out of my boat (it went very,
very dark a few times) whilst
wondering where McMahon
was (about to join me in the
hole?). To add insult to injury,
the boat drifted off downstream
and acquired a new bow
'crumple zone'. I'd only paddled it a couple of times after
writing off my last boat in
Costa Rica.

tions. With Hurley on 3 and
more rain forecast I'm hoping
January just MIGHT be the
month.
Bitches
The new tide times should be
available now- I'll contact TYF
and post dates in the next
Trasher.
Easter- Bolivia
Yes, time for more masochistic
'deep in the jungle' adventures.
These will include negotiating
a road billed as the most dangerous in the World. The team
is suitably masochistic and
includes 3 KCC membersMcDoom, Marcus and me.
August- the old Soviet Republics or Peru
We were going to Peru, to
follow in Fred's footsteps in the
Colca Canyon (the KCC talk
shows do inspire the audience!), until we committed
ourselves to a Latin American
Easter and discovered that a
new guidebook to the old Soviet Republics had just been
published, which we await.

CKUK

After 3 dry trips to Devon, at
last, water! On the Saturday,
we had a rather tame run down
the Upper Dart- it was well
below the ledge (4.0?). Testing the new Dragarossi Mafia
creek boat did at least give me
something to think about.
However, the Wheeler grin
returned at pub closing time as
the rain descended (and Surman's smile shrunk- our two
faces are more accurate than
the Dart gauge). Joy of joys, 2
blasts down the Plym with
Westgarth and a quick blast
down the Upper Dart 'Home
Run' with the ledge half covered (5.0?).

Life goes on. The boat's insured, and my Werner cranks
and I are fine (I paddled out of
the Glen and was down at
Hurley the next day for a great
3 gate session). The only pain
I experienced was from seeing
the look of barely contained
glee on the faces of the local
boys when they discovered
that a visiting Thames Valley
tourist ('older and wiser'
Wheeler of all people) had just
written off his Pyranha boat on
their local 'Home Run'.

And finally, the latest
(February) issue should
contain an article on paddling and old age. KCC
provided plenty of material
(again)….

Damn.

Sender: Dave Hodgkinson

28 Dec

Hmm, it's looking promising….

After a couple of days at the
strategically located out laws in
Cheshire, we had rain and
creek boating. I gave Scotland
based Neil Farmer a first taste
of North Walian creek boating
with the Ogwen and Gain/
Mawddach.

Sunbury Weir

8-9 Jan

Good news- we have a new
venue- check out the photos in
TWP and Playboating magazine. As soon as Hurley goes
to 4, Sunbury should start
working. Hambleden on 3/4
will be also be well worth a
visit. So, when the Thames is
up, we now have loads of op-

Chris 5 Jan 2005

How New’s Travels:
Received by me at 5:00
PM on the Sunday:

To: Simon Knox

From
mcdoom:
Knees
swim on fairy glen, ouch!

